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GAUG
GING GL
LOBAL MARKE
ETS
The efficien
nt management of actively man
naged portfolios requires the cconsideration off a diverse rang
ge of risks inherent to
global multti-asset-class reesearch. Indeed,, expanding thee investment op
pportunity set b
beyond the dom
mestic borders greatly
magnifies th
he breadth of an
nalytical requireements to propeerly evaluate riskk and return ch
haracteristics.
In addition to those factorss that we can qu
uantitatively eva
aluate on a mosttly similar basiss across countryy equity marketss, there
ntitative variablees such
is the need to resolve counttry-specific facttors that may inffluence equity rreturns. On the one hand, quan
as the poteential impact of
o currencies…a
affecting return
ns for foreign investors…is aan obvious add
dititonal charactteristic
amenable to quantitative review.
r
On the other hand, qu
ualitative variablles such as geo
opolitical risk raank high among
g those
critical to gllobal multi-asseet-class investin
ng.
Investors sh
hould seek to balance individu
ual investment opportunities
o
aggainst the rangee of potential rissks they presen
nt, both
quantitativee and qualitativ
ve, collating them
m into portfolio
os designed to d
dilute those risk
ks through diveersification. Thiss is the
very essencce of the work off the Investmentt Team at Innea
alta Capital.
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LEVELING THE PERSPECTIVE
Taking a step back from specifics for a moment, security analysts must accept their own domestic perspective as a potential
source of bias. This bias can lead an investor to assume characteristics of otherwise like-for-like exposures (e.g. two
aggregate country equity markets) as identical when, in fact, they may not be. For example, structural variations, such as
large differences in sector exposures, may skew results from comparisons that do not appropriately account for those
differences.
Our process seeks to avoid such biases when gauging prospective risk-return levels for various country equity markets. We
analyze each country in our global opportunity set in a similar overall way, preferring to assume a beta exposure when
respective valuations are low, fundamental trends are positive and robust, and the risk environment is tame. Critical to these
evaluations is the fact that we first must account for the factors that define “normal” levels and trends for each country equity
market itself, as well as within a cross-sectional comparison among all countries. In turn, we can define “low” and “high” for
the purposes of identifying favorable investment opportunities.
The above approach accepts the fact that defining characteristics particular to each country will result in structural
differences in valuation. And this is true for relative comparisons that do not include the domestic equity market. Take, for
example, the range of Asian economies presently in our Country Rotation Portfolio: Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and
Taiwan. There may be few reasons to assume that aggregate absolute valuations (e.g. a price-to-earnings ratios) should be
similar across them, when one minimally considers the fact that Financials-heavy indices of Hong Kong and Singapore are
structurally very different than the Technology-heavier Taiwan and the more strongly diversified South Korean indices.
Here, again, we seek to determine a “normal” state of valuation for each, so that we can assess which among them presents
an attractive investment opportunity.

GEOPOLITICS STRAINS
Quantitative frameworks are well-suited to evaluate relative valuations, given their predominantly numerical nature.
Sovereign credit risk, too, can be quantified and is thankfully so evaluated by a series of organization utilizing standardized
methodologies. Other characteristics of country equity markets are not so easily quantifiable, even as they may well be as
impactful. Of the many risks our Investment Team evaluates through the investment process, geopolitical risk tends to be
one of the most challenging. Such risks include governmental change, civil and regional war, and others related to the
political sphere that may impact equity market returns. Characteristically chaotic, geopolitical risk is difficult to model in
isolation using traditional quantitative tools. A potential alternative approach is to incorporate the country-specific
incremental geopolitical risk into the overall assessments of specific exposures. This approach is not free of challenge
though. Local geopolitical risk may transcend a specific region or capital market and impact others.
A recent example is Russia’s incursion into Ukraine. Readers may recall that prompted by a leadership vacuum created by
the ousting of Viktor Yanukovych, Russian President Vladimir Putin took advantage of relatively strong demographic
support for Russian unity to annex Crimea, then a region of Ukraine. Broad equity markets trembled, while local markets
plunged. U.S. Treasuries rallied, however, in a flight to relative safety. Not too long thereafter, while the local impact
persisted, it seemed broader effects dissipated, even as the potential for further deterioration on the ground certainly was
possible. That potential, along with an ongoing deterioration in Russian equity fundamentals led the Investment Committee
to close out the Russia position in the portfolio.
The Russian example offers just a glimpse of the aforementioned challenge of incorporating assessments of geopolitical risk
into the investment decision making process. Our Investment Team regularly studies and discusses the potential
ramifications of geopolitical risks and seeks to adapt portfolio exposures to reflect the team’s assessments of capital market
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views on su
uch risks. In other words, geopo
olitical risk can be thought as th
he collection off country-specifiic vector of valu
ues that
interacts with
w
the entire universe of eligible countries quantitative rrisks matrix. A non-Innealta-p
proprietary view
w of a
combination of sovereign
n credit and geopolitical
g
risk
k, courtesy of the Organizatiion for Econom
mic Cooperatio
on and
F
11.
Development is shown in Figure

ADAPTAB
BLE QUANT
Russia, of course,
c
is a pereennial enigma. China
C
is just as notorious for rrequiring uncon
nventional appro
oaches for invesstment
analyses. Th
he country is un
niquely influentiial in geopoliticcal and macroecconomic matterss, at once bound
dless in its poten
ntial to
create invesstment opportu
unity and confou
unding in its ability to stymie ootherwise ortho
odox analysis. A
As the country m
matures
economicallly, diplomaticallly and militarilyy, relevant analyytics must accom
mmodate that eevolution.
That’s no siimple assignmeent. As recent hiistory demonstrrates, the pace oof change in thee Middle Kingd
dom can blur th
he eyes.
Increasingly
y over the past few quarters, China
C
has shifted
d from being a source of to beiing a drag on gllobal growth. W
We view
the renminb
bi devaluation and
a subsequentt shift in moneta
ary policy as pieeces of a collecttion of evidencee that suggests C
China's
economic growth
g
is slowin
ng at a rate fastter than that reeflected in officiial government projections and, as importanttly, the
aggregate expectations
e
of capital
c
market participants.
p
In the view of thee Innealta Invesstment Committtee, these policyy shifts
and the ma
acro trends that drive them aree emblematic off a still-young coountry on an asscendant trajecttory, not of onee facing
any sort off grand reversall of growth and
d fortune. Indeeed, the strugglee officials faced
d in producing effective respon
nses to
capital marrket volatility reeflect only a desire to...as oppossed to a need too...exert control . China, with orr without those efforts
to “right” th
he equity markeets there, is suree to continue to march along th
hat rising path, n
no doubt with tthe occasional sttumble
along the way.
w

From the OE
ECD Web site: “Ass far back as 1976, OECD countries began
b
coordinatingg their policies on eexport credits...Tod
day, this Arrangem
ment still
ensures the operation
o
of an ord
derly credit markeet and seeks to preevent countries froom competing to o
offer the most favo
orable financing teerms for
exports.” The OECD’s “country risk” metric, “is co
omposed of transfeer and convertibilitty risk (i.e. the risk
k a government im
mposes capital or eexchange
controls that prevent
p
an entity frrom converting loccal currency into foreign currency and
d/or transferring fu
unds to creditors lo
ocated outside the ccountry)
and cases of force
f
majeure (e.g. war, expropriation
n, revolution, civil disturbance, flood
ds, earthquakes).” T
The OECD does no
ot rate High Incom
me OECD
countries and High Income Euro
o Area countries.
1
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ment Committeee does not foreesee a dramaticc decline in Chin
nese growth on
n the medium-tterm horizon. A
And the
Our Investm
Chinese gov
vernment’s obv
vious willingnesss to support its continued grow
wth should be sseen as a poten
ntial counterbalaance to
pressures in
n otherwise more dire scenario
os. As we show in
i Figure 2, Chiina’s relevance tto capital mark
kets continues to
o grow.
Longer term
m, we continue to believe thatt the Chinese ecconomy will on
nly intensify in its impact on g
global macroeco
onomic
trends by viirtue of gains in
n relative heft an
nd advances in itts global integraation.

MARKET
TS EVOLVE, WE
W EVOLVE
E
In sum, wh
hile quantitativ
ve investment management
m
firrms restrict theemselves to staandardized quaantitative review
ws, the
Investmentt Committee at Innealta
I
Capita
al takes a more adaptable
a
approoach, accepting the challenge o
of “getting smarrter” as
markets evo
olve. There are aspects unique to global multi--asset-class inveestment that ad
dd complexity to
o the team’s anaalytical
efforts. Theese complexitiess naturally diffeerentiate the pro
oduct set, thereeby enabling disstinct solutionss for a range of clients
for whom the
t expanded horizons
h
are su
uitable. As we continue
c
to brooaden internal perspectives and enhance tecchnical
expertise, the
t team expectts to further ex
xpand the offerring set to accoommodate a mo
ore comprehenssive range of in
nvestor
requiremen
nts.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The information provided comes from independent sources believed reliable, but accuracy is not guaranteed and has not been
independently verified. The security information, portfolio management and tactical decision process are opinions of Innealta
Capital (Innealta), a division of AFAM Capital, Inc. and the performance results of such recommendations are subject to risks and
uncertainties. For more information about AFAM Capital, Inc. please visit afamcapital.com. Past performance is not a guarantee of
future results.
Any investment is subject to risk. Exchange traded funds (ETFs) are subject to risks similar to those of stocks, such as market risk,
and investors that have their funds invested in accordance with the portfolios may experience losses. Additionally, fixed income
(bond) ETFs are subject to interest rate risk which is the risk that debt securities in a portfolio will decline in value because of
increases in market interest rates. The value of an investment and the return on invested capital will fluctuate over time and, when
sold or redeemed, may be worth less than its original cost. This material is not intended as and should not be used to provide
investment advice and is not an offer to sell a security or a solicitation or an offer, or a recommendation, to buy a security. Investors
should consult with an investment advisor to determine the appropriate investment vehicle. Investment decisions should be made
based on the investor’s specific financial needs and objectives, goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. All opinions and views
constitute our judgments as of the date of writing and are subject to change at any time without notice.
Sector ETFs, such as Real Estate Investment Trusts (“REITs”) are subject to industry concentration risk, which is the chance that
stocks comprising the sector ETF will decline due to adverse developments in the respective industry.
The use of leverage (borrowed capital) by an ETF increases the risk to the fund. The more a fund invests in leveraged instruments,
the more the leverage will magnify gains or losses on those investments.
Country/Regional risk is the chance that world events such as political upheaval or natural disaster will adversely affect the value of
securities issued by companies in foreign countries or regions. Country/Regional risk is especially high in emerging markets.
Emerging markets risk is that chance that stocks of companies located in emerging markets will be substantially more volatile, and
substantially less liquid, than the stocks of companies located in more developed foreign markets.
Securities rated below investment grade, commonly referred to as “junk bonds,” may involve greater risks than securities in higher
rating categories. Junk bonds are regarded as speculative in nature, involve greater risk of default by the issuing entity, and may be
subject to greater market fluctuations than higher rated fixed income securities.
Diversification does not protect against loss in declining markets.
Registration of an investment adviser does not imply any certain level of skill or training.
AFAM Capital, Inc. is an Investment Adviser, registered with the Securities & Exchange Commission and notice filed in the State of
California and various other states. For more information, please visit afamcapital.com. Registration as an investment advisor does
not imply any certain level of skill or training. Innealta is an asset manager specializing in the active management of portfolios of
ETFs.
Contact your financial advisor for additional information.
AFAM Capital, Inc.
12117 FM 2244
Building 3, Suite 170
Austin, TX 78738
P: 512.354.7041 F: 512.402.1014
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